Momentum Imaging of the Photo Double Ionization of Ethylene Molecules: A kinematically complete experiment SUN LEE, LBNL & UC Davis, TIMUR OSIPOV, THORSTEN WEBER, ALI BELKACEM, LBNL -The direct Photo Double Ionization (PDI) is a process that arises essentially because of the electron correlation. After successfully studying the PDI of hydrogen molecules in the past our goal is to extend our knowledge from a sigma bonding system to a pi bonding system. Ethylene is an ideal candidate, because it is the simplest hydrocarbon with a pi bond. Thus we investigated the PDI of ethylene near its threshold in order to unravel unique and important intertwining of electron correlation in intershell and intra-shell cases and the subsequent molecular dynamics. We focused on the following reaction: C 2 H 4 + hv -> C 2 H 4 2+ + 2 e − − > 2 e − + CH
